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Eleanor slid the rucksack off her shoulders and swung
it down amongst the basalt rocks. Wearily, she pulled a
bottle from a side pocket and quenched her thirst with
cold, fresh, mountain water. She looked back down across
the valley to where the Jökulsárglfur canyon stretched out
towards the horizon like a dark stain on the landscape.
She frowned. She was used to hill walking and climbing,
but not everyone was like her. There was Alice, sitting
on the rock, bent over herself, catching her breath. Alice
was the sort of person who was up for the challenge but
unused to a full day of walking with no hot shower and no
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ready-made camp at the end. As she watched, Alice looked
up. Eleanor smiled as she continued to assess the physical
fitness of her companions. She enjoyed the camaraderie
of the hike but found herself secretly wishing that it was
just Andy and herself with Finnur as guide.
Andy? Eleanor looked across at her spindly-limbed
friend from university. From where she stood, Eleanor
could see his soulful eyes and the stubbly beginnings of
an unshaven beard that only added to his attractiveness.
She cursed herself for thinking this way, for she promised
herself last Easter that she wouldn’t – not any more.
Next, Eleanor looked towards Finnur. Their native
guide grinned broadly in that mischievous way he had, as
he approached her and offered her a mjölkurtex. Gladly,
she reached out for a slab of biscuit and bit through the
outer layer to its firm but milky taste. She took a step back
and perched on a rock, allowing herself time to relax. Her
eyes followed the line of the ridge to the peak that faded
into thick, grey cloud – the summit that she now knew
she would not reach.
‘How many years have you come and tried to climb
this?’ Finnur asked her.
She smiled wryly. ‘Three. First year I was too young;
last year, not enough time and now, the weather!’
Eleanor’s attention drifted back up the mountain,
her gaze full of longing. She was unable to hide her
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disappointment. One day, she dreamt. One day, the
summit, she promised herself.
Ben crossed the oak floorboards of his bedroom,
packing another couple of sweatshirts into his rucksack.
He kept glancing over at his desk and his computer,
surrounded by paperwork. Packing more clothes, he
looked again to the computer. Slipping into the seat at
his desk, he reached for the mouse. He clicked through
several screens until he found what he was looking for.
Cursing his stupidity, he reached for a weighty text book.
He thumbed through to the correct page before running
his fingers down columns of figures. Ben scrawled down
notes on scraps of paper.
He remembered the conversations he’d had with his
tutor earlier in the summer about the proposal for his
dissertation. Back then, with the increasing news stories
and prophecies of dread and doom circulating the tabloid
newspapers, a proper scientific study into the effects of
climatic change on the Icelandic tourist industry seemed
such a good idea. That was before he had begun to gather
the data together and build his own scientific models to
predict trends across the whole of the North Atlantic
region. He found there was too much information out
there; he had to keep stopping himself to refocus the
scope of his study. That is, until he discovered another
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piece of evidence and read one more scientist’s theory on
the blogosphere.
He sat staring at his books, pen poised in his hand.
Then, tapping further numbers into his calculator,
he pieced together the sums. He reached again for his
computer and input his findings. Finally, Ben sat back in
his chair and watched, content, as his mathematical model
integrated the data, and mapped out the new picture. He
had repeated this process with differing variations more
times than he could remember and yet – he stared as the
colours were plotted onto the outline of Iceland – it was
as mesmerising as ever.
There. Ben watched the modelling software redraw
the temperature and precipitation fields before it plotted
them against seasonal variations in population. There,
amongst shades of green and blue that he could recognise
as the Central Highlands he saw patches of orange and
red.
Finnur strode on ahead, leading the party up the trail
that climbed gradually along the side of the ridge. On
either side, rocks changed in colour; grey giving way to
earthy browns and hues of red and green. The weather
turned grey and foreboding as it closed in around Eleanor
and the party. Downhearted, now that the summit was
behind her, she walked on dreaming of their rendezvous
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with the bus, of a warm shower, and a soak in a hot pool.
The fine mist hastened seamlessly into heavy drizzle.
Eleanor pulled her waterproofs over her trousers and
her hood around her ears. Andy squinted down at her
from behind his hood. She managed to give him one last
enthusiastic grin, as water dripped from her fringe.
Pausing for a moment at the apex of the ridge, Eleanor
waited with Andy, whilst Finnur discussed the route with
Aðli, his fellow guide. They came to a decision and again
the party set off, taking a narrow path down the far side
of the ridge through thickening rain and lowering clouds.
Visibility diminished with every step. With a wall of rock
to one side and a chasm of nothingness to the other,
Eleanor took careful steps.
Ben cursed his computer, scratched out a hurried
calculation and noted down new numbers. Crossreferencing the accuracy of these, he paged through his
book.
A phone rang, and he grabbed his mobile.
‘Hanna, hi,’ he said. As he listened, his gaze slowly
crossed the room to the pile of clothes and gear half-packed
in his rucksack, ‘No it’s cool. I’m all packed. Tomorrow
morning, já…’
Still listening, he offered the occasional word to let
her know he was still there, and crossed the room to
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distractedly drop items into his rucksack.
‘How’s work?’ he said, repeating Hanna’s question. He
glanced across at his computer. ‘It’s going good. I think
I might have found a get-around for a nasty fudge that
accounts for flux corrections, if so, I may have to change
my thesis.’
He sunk back into his chair and reached for his mouse;
his mind, as ever, exploring further possibilities. He
tapped in the last few figures and clicked to activate the
drawing of a new model, ‘Sorry – you getting this?’
He sat back in his chair, watching again the beauty of
the computer processing his model. ‘How’s your book?’
His question was pure politeness for his mind was set on
the vexed question of anthropogenic aerosols. He halflistened to the excited ramblings of his cousin, who had
crossed the 40,000 word plateau, and offered skilfully
feigned responses as he scribbled down more numbers.
Finnur passed between the group members as they
descended through worsening conditions. An icy wind
blew horizontal rain into them, which stung their faces
and froze against their skin. All along the line he reiterated
his instructions to keep one behind the other and not to
rush. He looked back down the line, to where, just metres
away, Aðli – leading the trek – was already a hazy image in
the gloom. The others followed in single file or in pairs,
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with subdued conversation. Finnur allowed Andy to pass
before falling into line with Eleanor.
‘That’s the thing about this country.’ Finnur laughed.
‘It can be sunshine one minute and the next – the fiercest
storm you’ve ever seen.’
Eleanor glanced round to look up the mountain, but it
was lost in fog. Returning to the path, she fell in behind
Finnur, following in his footsteps and being careful always
to keep him in view. Ducking her head and shielding her
face with her hand she began to see flakes of white. The
wind turned, funnelling around them and blowing in
snow.
‘We turned too late, I’m afraid.’ Finnur paused to let
Eleanor pass.
‘You weren’t to know,’ Eleanor’s voice felt choked, as
she spoke against the wind, ‘It wasn’t in the forecast.’
Eleanor stepped carefully, following the path as the
snow fall thickened. The air around her was thick with
heavy snowflakes driving onto the ridge and wiping out
her whole vision. She reached out an arm as she walked,
entranced to watch as her fingers faded into the mist. Her
breathing quickened and she hastened to catch up before
stopping and realising that she could no longer see the
others.
‘Finnur!’ she called out and continued on down the
path.
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The wind howled through fog, low and mournful, a
collage of voices in the gloom. For a moment Eleanor
thought she heard her name. She pulled back her hood
to try and make out the words. There it was again, clearly
a name. She lingered for a moment on the path, peering
out into the gloom, certain that she could see a figure.
‘Hello!’ she called. ‘Who’s there?’
The driving snow stung her face and began to creep
round the back of her neck and the wind called her again.
She pulled her hood up and angrily pushed up the toggles.
After striding on for a few minutes she stopped again.
Up ahead she saw what looked like the dark outline of a
human figure, faint against the whiteout.
‘Finnur?’ The figure was gone, or disguised by more
snow. She moved forward, quickly now, trying to catch
up, ‘Finnur!’ she called again. Eleanor’s heart raced
as she cursed her stupidity. She knew the rules but she
had stopped for only a second and now they had gone.
She knelt and felt the ground, searching pointlessly for
footprints.
She called out again, desperate. They couldn’t be that
far. They must be close. She sunk to the ground and sat
and waited. Best, she reckoned, to wait for their return than
to stumble off into the snow, possibly in the wrong direction.
Ben sorted through his tickets, an envelope of money
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and his passport. He gathered them together, pushing
them into the pocket of a smaller rucksack. Moonlight
filtered in through the window. He stood again in front
of his computer, staring at the incomplete calculation
represented by a map of colours and shades plotted to the
graph. The flickering light from the monitor hypnotised
him. He frowned, idly dragging the cursor across the
screen, killing the programs and saving tonight’s work.
He yawned, pulled off his clothes and climbed into
bed. Staring vacantly for a moment at the clock, he
remembered to set the alarm.
Alone on the hillside, Eleanor shivered as snow settled
around her and the blizzard cut out the light to the gully.
She pulled her jacket closer round her, swigged down
a mouthful of water, and chewed on a couple of dried
dates. She stared out into the whiteness and stinging
snow. Again, she called out. Her voice wavered with her
desperation.
Ben saw his sister sitting alone on the hillside huddled
for warmth in the cold Icelandic night. He turned uneasily
in his sleep; he curled his legs up and squeezed his eyes
shut. He saw himself sitting in a cold, grey corridor, a
cup of luke-warm coffee in a plastic cup in his hands. He
looked down the length of the corridor in each direction
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as nursing staff moved like blurs through the hospital. A
cacophony of noise echoed down the corridor.
A voice.
His head turned. His father was there, with red, sore
eyes and cheeks still damp with tears.
Ben fought the visions, tossing and turning in his bed.
He saw his sister – Eleanor – lying motionless against a
rock. Sitting up sharply in bed, Ben woke breathless—
‘Eleanor—’ Echoes of his dream flashed through his
mind. He gulped down breath and collapsed exhausted,
back onto his pillow, staring up at the ceiling.
Hanna Katla Baldursdóttir sat waiting in the arrivals
hall at Keflavik airport, flicking through the pages of a
magazine with a vague pretence of reading it. Across the
Tannoy a flight number was called out and instinctively
she looked up at the plasma screen. The flight details
she had been hoping and fearing to see flashed up. She
pushed back her blonde hair behind her ear and fiddled
anxiously with her pony tail. Hanna kept her gaze fixed
on a pair of double doors across the room that constantly
hissed open and closed as if with indecision. In an hour,
maybe less, she would be greeting her cousin through
those doors and she would have to tell him. She looked
away, remembering the telephone conversation yesterday.
How could she tell him that, in the course of one short
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night his world – their world – had changed forever?
Hanna’s attention became diverted by the TV monitors
across the room – the rolling CNN coverage of the day’s
tragic events – still holding back on names, talking around
the scenario, news anchors corresponding with experts in
the field and spokespersons from the emergency services.
Hanna Katla lowered her head into her hands as she
struggled to find the exact words that she would use.
Flight FI460 descended over the lava-formed coast of
Iceland. Within the cabin the warning lights flashed out
the instruction to refasten seatbelts. Ben closed his book
and slipped it into the top of his rucksack stowed beneath
his feet. He smiled wistfully, removing the headphones
from his ears. Slouching back in his seat he gazed out of
the window. Streaks of mauve blurred past his field of
vision – lupins amongst the lava.
Hanna Katla paced the clean beech floors, stopping
occasionally to glance up at the arrival boards as they
flashed updates. She fiddled with her hair. Frowning, she
approached the glass, and peered through into baggage
reclaim. She smiled. Ben stepped off the escalator. When
he spotted Hanna he smiled and waved to her.
Hanna lifted her hand but could not bring herself
to wave back. How could she tell her cousin that in the
time it had taken him to fly from England to Iceland,
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that his sister…? She turned away from the window. She
walked amongst the throng of people; the cacophony of
conversation growing louder and louder until it drove out
her own thoughts.
Somehow she found her way to the arrivals gate and
stood dazed in front of the doors. Her cousin approached
through a confused blur of vision. He quickened his pace
towards her and greeted her happily. Hanna stood rigid
and rooted to the floor. She heard Ben say her name but
was unable to answer.
‘Where’s Eleanor?’ Ben frowned, looking beyond
Hanna, down the hall. ‘I thought she’d be here!’
Hanna could hold back no longer and fell, tearful, into
Ben’s arms, and blurted the words out. ‘I’m sorry. I don’t
know how to tell you – there’s no easy way—’
Ben took a step back, still holding his cousin. He stared
at Hanna, confused by her actions.
‘There was a storm last night.’ Hanna flinched. ‘A bad
one in the Highlands – they’ve got rescue teams out but –
I’m so sorry Ben, but Ellie – she—’
Ben felt his mouth convulse and legs quiver
uncontrollably. Suddenly it was so cold in the airport.
‘You’re not saying. She’s not – she can’t be.’
Hanna shook her head defiantly. ‘We don’t know. We
really don’t know.’
Ben looked away. He noticed a television monitor high
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up on the wall opposite displaying a news report with
aerial footage of the highlands and a reporter doing a
piece to camera.
With the awful, tragic truth now told they sat opposite
one another in the small café at Keflavik airport, mugs of
steaming chocolate in front of them. Hanna Katla reached
across the table and took her cousin’s hand.
‘I – I don’t believe it.’
‘We don’t know for sure.’ She smiled kindly. ‘Ellie –
she could still be okay.’
Ben looked up; his eyes filled with tears, and swallowed
back pain. ‘Got to phone Dad—’ He pulled away, and
fingered the keypad of his mobile.
Hanna Katla breathed in the sweet smell of chocolate
and sipped her drink. She sighed as she watched her cousin
pace the far side of the room, talking into his phone.
A helicopter swooped low across a ravine. On the
ground, mountain rescuers searched the hillside. Finnur
stood at the base of the hill watching the next shift scour
the hillside. Alongside him Aðli climbed down from the
guide’s van with a thermos flask and enamel mugs. He
passed one to Finnur.
‘Nothing?’
Finnur shook his head, ‘I’ve been back up to Hrútfell,
searched the track – searched off the track. Nothing.’
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‘It’s a good sign, maybe?’
‘Maybe.’ Finnur shrugged. ‘She obviously found shelter
and she’s fit, but—’
All the way back across town from the airport to the
suburbs of Reykjavik Ben sat beside Hanna Katla as she
drove the jeep but he saw nothing. He heard nothing.
Hanna needed to talk but Ben’s monosyllabic responses
killed the conversation at every starter. He looked even
worse than she felt. This was not how she had planned to
spend the day.
She slammed on the brakes and pulled the vehicle to
the edge of the road. Ben started; jolted back into the
present. He turned to see Hanna clutching the wheel, her
head bowed, fighting tears.
‘Hanna?’ Ben pronounced her name tentatively.
Hanna sat up straight and pushed back her hair. She
sniffed away the tears. ‘I’m okay. I just – I was thinking –
what I had planned tonight and for when we were to meet
up with Eleanor the day after tomorrow.’
‘We still might,’ Ben spoke before realising the
hopelessness of the statement. Hanna Katla shook her
head.
‘No,’ she said firmly. ‘Come on. My dad will be back
by now.’
Spinning gravel out from under the tyres, they drove off.
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Ben climbed into his bed in the small guestroom on the
basement floor of his aunt and uncle’s Reykjavik house.
He lay against the pillows staring across the room at the
atmospheric black and white photograph of the volcano
at Leirhnijú with steam rising across black craggy ridges.
The picture had hung in this room for as long as he could
remember; as a child he would arrive here for the annual
summer holiday and gaze upon the scene.
Alongside was the second single bed – the bed his sister
usually slept in. A vision of her face flashed through his
mind. She was looking back at him across a valley with a
waterfall, before she turned and bounded up the path at
the pace of a gazelle. She couldn’t be dead. She mustn’t
be dead. His rational and scientific brain argued against
his optimism and hope.
Ben pulled a copy of Iceland Review from the bedside
cabinet. Opening it at a random article, he attempted to
focus. A story about Icelandic bar talk – and he was there
in Blikki’s with Eleanor and Hanna Katla sharing tales
from their university lives and catching up on news over
glasses of Egils beer.
But he was not at Blikki’s and Eleanor was not with
him. He was lying in his bed in his uncle’s house thinking
of his sister out there, alone in the highlands, either
fighting for her survival or … already dead.
He replaced the magazine and switched off the lamp.
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The room sank into Icelandic summer darkness – a
washed-out colourless light. He squeezed his eyes shut
and tried to sleep.
An hour later, sleep still eluded him. He tried to empty
his mind of his thoughts, but every time he was close
to succeeding, the awfulness of the day’s events loomed
larger and bleaker in his thoughts.
The sounds of silence at the dead of night echoed
loudly in his head. A clock ticked. In the stillness of the
hour, each second reverberated through his mind like
footsteps on a wooden floor. Hot water pipes gurgled and
clattered. The sound of traffic and laughing and joking
voices were as clear as if he was on the street. He slammed
his head into the pillow praying for sleep to take away his
thoughts.
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